Reindeer Mix

1 plastic bag, clear or holiday themed
1 cup bird seed, preferably with a mix of seed
1/4 cup shiny confetti or curly ribbon cut into 1/8 to 1/4 inch pieces
2 teaspoons glitter
2 pieces curly ribbon to tie the bag

Fill the plastic bag with the mixed-seed blend. Make sure it is something the birds will love to eat.
Add the cut pieces of curly ribbon or confetti and the glitter to the bird seed.
Tie the bag with curly ribbon and shake to evenly distribute the glitter and curly ribbon throughout the bird seed. Curl
the curly ribbon.
Place the reindeer mix under your “true believers” stocking before Christmas. Make as many bags of magical reindeer
mix as needed for your “true believers.”
On Christmas Eve, “true believers” sprinkle the reindeer mix outdoors to attract Santa’s team of hard working
reindeer. That extra glitter and sparkle is perfect to magically attract reindeer to your house on Christmas Eve night.
This recipe is guaranteed to work. Even the birds will enjoy a special treat on Christmas morning.
Makes 1 bag of magical reindeer mix
Cook’s Note: Reindeer mix is a special tradition for the “true believers” in the Yummee Yummee family. Make
reindeer mix for the members of your household this year. Or, make several bags to send along in Christmas
packages to the “true believers” in your family, whether they are near or far. Don’t forget to leave Santa gluten-free
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cookiees and milk. Dreamee Dog is a wonderful elf. She suggests making several batches of Yummee Yummee
Cookiees for Santa.

Gluten-free cookies and reindeer mix – the perfect recipe for all “true believers.” With Yummee Yummee, you can
create the magic of an unbelievable gluten-free Christmas. How can you celebrate the holiday season without
cookiees from Yummee Yummee?

Merry Yummeeness!
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